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AND

;1uch has been said of late, and ~n many, 'luarters" o.f t.he ne ed ,for cooperation between busln~ss and ~overnm~nt.
I too want to ~alk with you
this eY~ninlS'about coope r at-Lcn-, no't-,:
as a d'ogri'latlst
lectur ins" b,usi!,tesson
its wick~d ways; but f~o~-the point 6f:v;ew of one'o~ the firing line in
viashington, .engaged. frem 'day \;0 da~"i:n 't.a.ik:irig -,~d 'w9~king with lawyers,
accountants, investment-bankers
and-business.men
in
effort to solve some
of our common pr ob Leme •• 1"'~' not 8oin~' t'b tia14 about broad soc ial ogjectives, about the New Deai, di' the "Old Deal.
i: \-Iantto talk, naturally,
about the ,work of the Seeurit!e~ artd Exchange Ccmmiss~on, as it affects
those hi this room; 'but I want to'assume,' a~ least 'for pur'poses of d.Lscus-.
sion, that the main obJectives of -'that'ccr ner of the New Deal are not in
'dispute, .and that the qUestion' be f'ore us 1S not' \-Illether
we in ,,! ash Lng t on
should be sent back where we came fro~, but how you and we can best
cooperate to reach some of those objectives witp a minimum degr~e of fric, : '
tion 'and Lno onven ,Lence
,
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In an address last Friday evening before 'the Bond Club of Hartford,
Connecticut~ Chairman Douglas of the Securities and E~cfrange Commission
closed with the follOWing statement:
"I am impressed by the earnestness with which the Invest~ent
" Bankers Conference and' various local orga:niz~tions of brokers and
dealers have on their own lnit iative attacked t-he pe rp Le x Lng pr-obLens
An~
which beset their widely sc~t~erea and p:eterogeneous industry.
1 am genuinely convinced that the o~jectives of the COMmission and of
the rank and file of the over-the-counter
securities business ,are
fundamentally
identical.
If my analysis is correct, our hope should
be justified that we can achieve in, the shortest possible sp.ace of
.time and with-a minimum of public and private expense the objectives
we all desire."'
,
While Mr. Dou~las dealt largely in his address with the aims and
efforts in which both the Cor-mission and the Investroent Bankers Conference
and other organizations of brokers anj dealer~ are striving, the principles
and hopes which he expressed before the Bond Club implied a philosophy o£
cooperation between'~overriment and i~dustry which is ,manifestly applicable
to the entire field of bus~nes~ in which all of you gentlemen ar~ so
directly interested.
I ~eel sure that there is no need for me here to
attempt to impress upon you what.Chairman Dougla~ and other Members of the
Commission and its staff-have recently so often expressed - the desirability
ot a program of aggressive self-regulation by the securities business itself
as an alternative to increesed governmental supervision over ~he conduct of
that business in all of its ramifications.
'

-

And so toniJht I welcou.e this op,ortunlty to discuss the form which
this cooperation mit1ht t.ake, and'to outline CErtain specific illustrative,
problems to which immediate joint attention should be given by government
and by you and your representative
assoc.Lat Lons ,
In considering these .
illustrations,
I am sure you will understand that we in \;1ashington recognize not only your duty to cooperate with gQver~e~t' to seek neces$ary reforms in business and accounting practices, but also our own responsibility
to cooperate with you to reduce to a minimum the ~xpense and practical
diff~culties' impdsed b¥ law' and regulation'on the 'conduct of ~he' s~~uri~ies
business. .
-
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In drawing upon the Commission's
work for specific illustrations
of the
type of problem which needs your cooperation
for its happiesv solution - if
we are to avoid the imposition of further strict governmental
regulation
- I
can think of no field more fertile, nor more appropriate to this gathering,
than the field of accounting practices.
As you all know, the heart of the
Commission's
work under the Securities
Act lies in securing full and honest
disclosure
of the basic information
without which no purchaser
of securl~ies
can be expected to decide intelligently
whether a security is worth investing in; and accounting, being the science of organizing and presenting
financial
information
in complete and accurate form, is the handmaiden
of the
principle
of disclosure.
The aims of the accountant and of the Commission
lie-very close together.
And yet we find that the vast majority of stop order proceedings
instituted by the Commission
to prevent fur~her sale of securities on the ground
that the basic data have been falsely or fraudulently
represented,
arise out
of the failure of accountants
accurately to disclose the history and present
state of their c Lferrts t affairs.
;'lanyof such c ase s , it is true, may involve plain and wilful fraUd, and such cases need not concern us here, for
we are not engaged in discussion
of what to do about the crook.
Many another
case, however, as well as n any a case evok Lng me r e Ly criticism and c ondemna-.
tion from the Co~mission
without the institution of svop order proceedines,
arises out of the adoption of accounting practices ~hich, though inherently
deceptive,
are nevertheless
reco~nized by state corporation
laws and therewithout incurring censure f'r-om
fore accepted and. f'oLk owe d by accountants
their organized professional
associations.
In order that I may not be accused of mere generalized
criticism,
let
in their
me take a few examples of ac c ount Lng practices wh i ch are deceptive
nature, and which nevertheless
recur continually
in registration
state~ent5
filed with our Commission.
One outstandihg
example of the type of practice fre~uently condemned by
the Commission
is the practice of concealing promoters' profits in overvalued property accounts.
You are all familiar with the problem:
promoters,
having ac~uired property of dubious or merelY'prospective
value, transfer
the same to a corporation
which they have organized, in return for HlI or a
portion of the cornoration's
stock.
The property is then set up on the corporation's books either at the par value of the stock issued to the promoters, or at some arbitrarily
selected stated value.
In either event the
figure at which t he asset is set up on the balance sheet is ff'e~uently
grossly excessive.'
It would be difficult
to conceive a practice more readily lendin~ itself to deception.
Yet account ants have by no me ans set a uniform face
against the practice; nor is any effective deterrent
afforded by the COWMon
law or by state statutes.
The freq,uent lack of a realistic
approach by the
courts to the problem of promoters'
responsibility
to the corporation
and
its o~her stockholders;
the many technical pitfalls besetting
actiors e~en
by creditors;
the further encouragement
to' dishonest promoters that was
offered by the introduction
of the device of no-par stock; the difficulty
of
proving the necessary elements in an action of fraud and deceit - all these
have many times been observed.
The decisions of federal courts in partiCUlar
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have not been such as to discourage. this type of over-valuation.
In Old
nominion CoPPer Co. v. Lewisohn the Supreme Court held thirty years ago that,
so long as 'all the stockholders at the time of ,the sale of the property to
the corporation were aware of t he facts and had rat ifi"ed the t r an s action, "he
corporation was bound by its consent thus given, and no action might thereafter be maintained by it against the promoters, even though other investors
sub ae querrt Iy purchased authorized but unissued stock from- the corporat-ion
without knowledge of those facts.
Since the promoters usually co~prised ell
the stockholders at the time of the sale to the corporation, this rule, of
course, ef~ectively immunized them from any liability.
NcCandless v. Furlaud,
decided two years ago by the Supre~e Court, may have made some inroad into
this doctrine, but it is questionable whether it overthrew it.
A bare majority of the state courts, it is true - New York does not seem to be among
them - follow what t.~s come to be known as the Massachusetts rUle, enunciated
in Old Co~inion Copper Company v. Bilelo~. Under this rule the promoters'
fiduciary duty is considered to extend to incoming subscribers in cases where
the promoter~ held all of the issued but not all of the authorized stock at
the time of the corpor~tion's consent and where as part of the original plan
of promotion the cor-porat.Lon later issued a.dditional stock to persons unaware
of the promoter~' profit.
Even th~se courts, however, concur in the federal
rule to the extent of holding that the corporation may not recover when, at
the time of the corporation's consent, all of its authorized stock wa.s outstanding and held by the rro~oters, even though the promoters the~selves
immediately resold the stock to the pUblic as part of the promotion scheme.
Even under this relatively eIllightened doctrine, then, ~he rro~oters need be
careful only to ta1<:e all the authorized stock, and so far as the laws of
liability are concerned, they will have virtual carte blanche to set up the
properties at grossly excessive valuations, and by means of this misrepresentation 0f asset value induce into their enterprise a credulous public.
And where the laws of liability do not prohibit or deter, too many an accountant has been willing to accede to the demands of an unscrupulous and selfseeking client.
The example I have given is obvious to all. Less crude, though Ferhaps
no less obviously filled with the seeds of deception~ is the scheme wr.ereby
preferred sto~k is sold to the public unJer such circumstances that a large
part of the proceeds is made legally available to comnon stockholders by way
of dividends.
The operation is simrle:
rreferred stock is is~uej with a par
or stated value of !!:5per share, a liq,uidation v aLue of 925 per share and a
redemption price of the same. Relying upon the liqUidation and redemption
values, the public is induced to purchase at ~~ offering price of $25 per
share. The ooz-por-at.Lon,
howev er , sets the stock up in its capital account
at $5, the par or stated value, the ~20 balapce being cr~dit~d to a surplUs
account available for common stock dividends.
At the best the pr~ferred
stockhulder is misled as to the trne degree of protection to whic:h his investment is legally entitled; at the worst, he may wake up one day and find
that four-fifths of his investment has been expropriated and that he is
without r-eme dy ,
I doubt if any of you would argue in support of deception of this
character.
preferred stock sold as l have suggested is in every real sense
offered as a twenty-five rather than a five dollar investment, and it is
nothing more nor less than fraud to take advantage of a nominal "par" or

- 4 "stated" value to permit diversion of the proceeds of sa.le into the pockets of
junior security holders.
Yet the Delaware corporation laws seem rather clearly to sanc~ion such a pra.ctice, and ~he New York corporation laws a~ least do
not clearly prohibit it. It may well be that, notwithstanding statutory permission, a court of e~uity would be persuaded, at the suit of a preferred
stockholder, to enjoin such a patent misappropriation
of his investment; but
this ~uestion is still unsettled, and again, where the law does not prohibit,
the accountant has been willing to go.
I will not weary you with a further detailed statement of examples.
Suffice it to refer briefly to the recent widespread practice of reducing depreciation charges by means of arbitrarily writing down fixed assets, for the
purpose of freeing current income for the payment of dividends; the failure
of many companies to restrict their earned surplu~ accounts for the co~t of
their own stock r-e ac qu Lred and held in the treasury; the failure of many companies to employ any scientific method of deterrr.ininsdepreciation for the
purpose of the accounts which they present to the potential investor, even
though the same companies may be very careful to work out an orthodox
straight-line depreciation scheme for tax purposes.
Those of you who are
acute to the professional responsibilities
of the accou~tant can fill in the
outlines and could yourselves produce many more examples of e~ually ~uestionable character.
:le in the Securities and Exchange Commission are not entirely remediless
in coping with these abuses. From the Ullit~.Gold Corporation case, decided
by the Federal Trade Commission at'the outset of its administration of the
Securities Act, through the Queensboro Gold Mines case, decided only a few
weeks ago, the Commission has not hesit~ted to attack with its heaviest
artillery - the stop-order proceeding - registration statements containing
misrepresentations
of the value of as~ets ac~uired from promoters.
In cases
not meriting this severe penalty, we have at leas~ secured a modicum of disclosure by requiring that any purported independent valuation or appraisal
be supported by a statement of its basis, and that valuations not purporting
to be thus based be footnoted to indicate not only the relationship of the
vendor to the corporation, but also the purely arbitrary character of the
valuation.
vihere the v.a'Lu at.Lo n is at par and contemporaneously
stock has
been sold to the public below par, even this explanation has not been permi~ted to suffice, for misrepresentation
cannot be cured merely by apology.
Similarly, where preferred stock has been capitalized at below its liquidating
and redemption values we have done our best to minimize ~he deceptive character of the operation by requiring a footnote to the balance sheet indicating
the aggregate li~uidating value and also stating the ?pinion of registrant's
counsel as to the legality, from the point of'view both of statute and of
possible equitable remedies, of any use of the so-called surplus for common
stock dividends.
Lawyers dislike giving such opinions, but the need is one
of their own, or their clients', making.

Yet these sanctions, though they may serve as piece-meal protection to
the public in the individual instances which COF.e before our Commission, are
not sufficient from the point of view of any long-range program.
True, we
may demand and even conpe I full disclosure of the inherently dishonest or
deceptive character of particular devices; but misleading practices accompanied

,r
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by confession of dishonesty are but poor substitutes for straightforward
conscientious accountin~ principles.
Elimination of unsound accounting,
merely disclosure of its unsowldness, is ~he goal.

and
not

Here, then, I return to ~y c~ntr~l theme, the essentially cooperative
nature of the job of government and business.
v:e may bring stop-order proceedings.
We may serve notice of deficiencie3 ~~d use our sal~tary power to
delay, at least for a period, the public offering of securities until the
deficiencies are corrected.
We may circulate, as we have done, the opinions
of our Chief Accountant, Carman G. Blough, as to the fundamental principles
underlying the accountant's f~~ctlon as an aid to disclosure.
But these are
not enou~h, for they are either f~agmentary or purely advisory.
~hat we, or
you, or both of us, m~st
is to get a clear picture of the scope of the
problem, and then attack it qoncertedly.

?O,

There are two renxedies. One lies with us. \le may, as we have not' yet
done, seek to develop our rule-making power under the Securities Act for the
formulation of accounting rules desijnej to impose m~n~mum standards of
accounting theory and practice upon accountants whose work is to 1e submitted to our scrutiny.
Already, as JUdge Healy announced in his recent
address before the annual meeting of the American ACCowlting Association,
efforts along this line are being undertaken by the Commission's staff, with
a view to codifying a few of the more elementary standards of sound accounting which are accepted by a majority of good accountants.
As we now visualize it, this pro~ram is no more than a c00perative atteMpt on our part to
aid the accounting profession in its own efforts to fix and maintain the
standards to which all responsible and independent accountants already adhere.
\'Ie should deplore as much as you the ne ce ss Lt y of going further, and imposing drastic governMent restriction and supervision on the practices of
accountants.
rhe alternative to a more pervasive policy of government regUlation of
accounting practices lies with you. By this I do not mean that you have not,
both individual~y and through your professional associations, contributed
heroically to the task of raisjng accounting ethics.
Much has already been
done. But even the best intentioned and most conscientious accotu.talltmay
hesitate to refuse,' merely in the interest of sound accountinJ theory, to
comply with the wishes of his clier.t in following practice$ clearly sanctioned by state laws: and much therefore reu.at ns to b e done in the way of
over-hau IIr-g state laW'ls_
which authorize or permit practices repugnant, as many
of those I have described m~st be, to t~e ideals of the profession.
Th~refore, it is incumbent upon .vou, if yuu would do yoU!' part of' the JO'J, not
only to establish your own ~tandards of sound practice and theory, from which
you will not be swayed ~y the importur.ities of your cli~nts, but also to lend
the full weight of your influence to revision of thol:lecorporation laws which
s er-ve as t.empt at Lona to depart trom that objectivity essential to a proper
discharge of the accountant's duties.
Laws themselves, yOll mns t, recall, are
the product of public demand for the codification of standards evolved by the
public conscience; and the artiCUlate members of interested professions are
the most potent force in the crystallization
and codification of those
standards.
Thus far I have been talking primarily to the accountants, and although
I have done my best
stress the cooperative nature of the job which faces

to

- e both us and them, I fear some of you may feel tn~t I'too have taken the position that cooperation means that the other fellow should do something about it.
To protect myself a~ainst ~his charge, let roe discuss briefly before I close
an entirely different field where joint efforts by government and business are
needed to bring about results desired by both - a field in which the demand
for Lmpr-ove me nt, has come from b us Lne ss rather than government, and in which
government, rather than business, is on the defensive.
I refer to'the problems
created by the overlapping of federal and state jurisdictions over the issuance
and sale of securities.
Outstanding amon~ the problems facing the investMent banker, the lawyer
and t~ accountant alike, in preparing for the distribution of a new issue of
securities to the public is the problem of meeting the diverse re~lirements of
state and federal regUlating bodies.
We in \iashi'ngtonrealize no less than
you - perhaps because you so fre~uently tell us about it - the sheer physical
burden of work involved in re~istering or ~ualifying an issue of securities
under the laws not only of the Federal Government but also of the several
states in which the offering is to be made. What you gentlemen often fail to
realize, I believe, is that by and large we in the government are no less
anxious than you to achieve simplicity and uniformity, to reduce the burden of
detail and red tape, and to concentrate our efforts and yours in a joint endeavor to reach the s Lmp Le objectives of the Securities Act - full and hone s t
disclosure of the basic facts which must be known before anyone can intelligently make up his ~ind whether or not a security is worth investing in.
If this be so, you may ask, ~hy do not we in the government take more
affirmative steps towards the s Lnp Li f'Lc at Lon and integration of the processes
of ~overnmental
supervision ~f the issuance of securities?
To answer this Question let us review briefly the history of the problem.
As you know, entirely apart from the 3ecurities Act of the Federal Government,
and long before any statute of so sweeping a character had been even conceived, the several states of the Union were engaged in the er.acting of "blue
sky" laws of one kind or another.
Over a period of a generation such laws
have been enacted in 47 ou~ of the 48 states.
1hese statutes have varied
widely in character, but in general they full into three classes:
~he soca.lled "fraUd statute", of which your- own l>:artinAct is a modified form, the
"disclosure" statute upon which the Securities Act is based, and f~nally the
type of statute w;:ich requires qualification and even approval of the merits
of securities before they may be offered to the public.
While these statutes undoubtedly did muct for the ten millions or more
of investors in the country, tteir effects were, of course, necessarily
limited by the constitutional restraints of our federal form of government.
Full realization that the distribution of securities had become in large
measure a nation-wide business with which the individual states could not
successfully cope came only after the depression of 1929, and, when it came,
led to the enactmeLt of the Securities Act. This federal statute, however,
sought to do no more than impose basic standards of honesty and completeness
in the disclosure of the facts from which alone understanding of the merits
of securities can be gained. The Securities Act could not, and did not seek
to, supersede state control of the sale of securities within their own
boundaries; it could, and did, implement state laws by providing basic
standards of disclosure for all issues not purely'local in character.

-

- ,., With the theory of state supervision and federal coordination few of you
would d!sagree.
Yet you and we both know that much ~till remains to be done
to adjust this theory to the practical exigencies of moaern interstate financing. Lawyers and accountants alike nay be glad to lay before both the Securities and Exchange Commission and the commissions of the several states where
their clients' securities are to be sold, all of the facts bearing upon the
nature and merits of the securities.
But they resent, witt a well justified
bitterness, the demand that the same information be submitted to half a dozen
or mor-e commissions in an equal number of different forms and on an e qua I number
of different time schedules.
It is not the fact that so many governmental
bodies are inqUisitive about us, they say, but that each one of them has its
own idea of how they want us to explain our proposition.
Here, ~hen, is ~he se~ond example I would give you of the need for cooperation between govern~ent and business.
Failure of state a~nd governffiental
authorities ade~uately to inte~rate their regulatory processes is of concern to
government and business alike; for the irritation of business in its efforts
to satisfy government can only result in creating friction which decreases the
efficiency of governmen~,
The job of bringing about a closer integration
between these processes is a jcint one for business and government.
Some recognition of the problem, and ottempt at i~s solution, is already
being manifested by governMent.
In Massachusetts a commission was created at
the last session of the general court for the purpose, among other things "of
Fakin5 a survey and study of the laws of the commonwealth regUlating or otherwise pertaining to the promotion and sale of securities, with a view to bringing said laws into harmony with the Federal Security Act of 1933".
In PenI~
sy'v",nia and l1ichigan consideration was given at the last sessions of their
respective legislatures to laws designed to effect a simil~r integration; and
in Marylund the problem has received some consideration from State officials.
The National Association of Securities Commissioners resolved at its 1936 conference that the Association "accept such forms that might be dra ...
n and presented by the committees on uniform registration statements, as fGr as they
are applicable to the laws of the several states".
And in South Carolina a
law was adopted in 1936 under which "seasoned" securities registered with the
Securiti~s and Exchange Commission on Form A-~ may be qualified in Sou~h
Carolina by a simple process of "notification",
These develonments in the proce~s of integration have, I believe, had the
he~rty support and assisvance of such or~anizations as the Investment Bankers
Association and the Investment Bankers Conference, Inc. These and other
sir:ilar urganizations h ave recognized that the impetus must come from ous Lne ss
as ~'ell as government. - that even the best intentioned government or f'Lc La.l s
may frequently be so bus~ in the handling of day to day details of administration that the development of 10n~-r~lge programs may lag sadly unless stimulated by the constructive criticism and suggestion of interested and informed professional groups.
If you and your representative associations will believe,
and act on the belief, that this constructive criticism and suggestion not only
is welcomed 'by government but also helps government to do its part in the
attaining of objectives desired by both, the attaining of those objectives will
be vastly easier.
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